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In Electronic Health Records (EHRs), much of valuable information regarding patients’ conditions is
embedded in free text format. Natural language processing (NLP) techniques have been developed to
extract clinical information from free text. One challenge faced in clinical NLP is that the meaning of clini-
cal entities is heavily affected by modifiers such as negation. A negation detection algorithm, NegEx,
applies a simplistic approach that has been shown to be powerful in clinical NLP. However, due to the
failure to consider the contextual relationship between words within a sentence, NegEx fails to correctly
capture the negation status of concepts in complex sentences. Incorrect negation assignment could cause
inaccurate diagnosis of patients’ condition or contaminated study cohorts. We developed a negation algo-
rithm called DEEPEN to decrease NegEx’s false positives by taking into account the dependency relation-
ship between negation words and concepts within a sentence using Stanford dependency parser. The
system was developed and tested using EHR data from Indiana University (IU) and it was further evalu-
ated on Mayo Clinic dataset to assess its generalizability. The evaluation results demonstrate DEEPEN,
which incorporates dependency parsing into NegEx, can reduce the number of incorrect negation
assignment for patients with positive findings, and therefore improve the identification of patients with
the target clinical findings in EHRs.

� 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Electronic health records (EHRs) contain valuable clinical infor-
mation that can be used for various applications such as clinical
decision support systems, medication reconciliation, public health
emergency surveillance, and quality measurements [1]. However
these applications are not readily feasible because much of the
information in EHR is in free text format. Natural language process-
ing (NLP) systems have been developed to extract clinical concepts
from text, yet this is not an easy task because the meaning of a con-
cept is significantly affected by modifiers such as negation.
Negative clause is defined as ‘‘an assertion that some event, situa-
tion, or state of affairs does not hold. Negative clauses usually
occur in the context of some presupposition, functioning to negate
or counter-assert that presupposition’’ [2].

A study of negation has shown that clinical observations are fre-
quently negated in clinical narratives [3]. Negation detection in
clinical language tends to be very trivial in sentences such as ‘‘no
fracture’’, ‘‘patient denies headache’’, and ‘‘she does not have
marked dysmenorrhea.’’. Therefore simplistic approaches such as
NegEx [4] that use negation cue words without considering the
semantic of a sentence perform well. However, the simplistic
approaches sometimes fail to correctly identify the negation status
of clinical concepts in sentences with complex structure. We have
faced with this problem while using NegEx in our NLP system that
automates the identification and tracking of patients with pancre-
atic cysts [5]. Table 1 shows some examples of such sentences
where NegEx incorrectly negates pancreatic cyst concepts.

Aiming to reduce the number of missing pancreatic cyst
patients in our NLP system inspired us to improve the negation
assignment of NegEx by incorporating dependency parsing into
NegEx. Dependency relation is a binary asymmetric relation
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Table 1
Examples of sentences where NegEx failed to capture the correct negation status of
concepts denoted by bold letters.

Record type Sample sentence

Discharge
summary

Additionally, there was no evidence of extension of his
infected pseudocyst into the psoas muscle

Abdomen CT There is no significant interval change in the 2 large
pancreatic pseudocysts

OPERATIVE
REPORT

We confirmed no evidence of epithelium consistent with a
pseudocyst

Consultation Acute pancreatitis with pseudocyst, with no obvious
complications of the pseudocyst at this point in time

Liver CT W
Contr

Although there is no discretely visualized or abnormal
enhancing pancreatic mass, there is marked pancreatic duct
dilatation with side duct ectasia and abrupt cutoff of the
pancreatic duct within the pancreatic head
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between tokens within a sentence that has been shown to improve
various NLP tasks including information extraction [6], negation
detection [7], entity disambiguation [8] and many others [9].

We developed and tested our negation identification algorithm
focusing on only pancreatic cyst concepts using a single institution
data set. In order to evaluate its performance on other clinical con-
cepts and dataset, we applied our system on 159 clinical notes
from Mayo Clinic where clinical findings such as disorders and
signs/symptoms have been annotated. We compared the perfor-
mance of our algorithm on Mayo Clinic dataset with NegEx.
2. Related work

Negation detection has been the main or sub task of several
challenges in NLP. Assertion classification was one of the three
tasks in the 2010 i2b2/VA shared task where each medical concept
had to be classified into one of six categories of ‘‘present’’, ‘‘absent’’,
‘‘possible’’, ‘‘conditional’’, ‘‘hypothetical’’, and ‘‘not associated with the
patient’’ [10]. Processing modality and negation was the main task
of Question Answering or Machine Reading Evaluation (QA4MRE)
lab at CLEF 2011 [11]. Negation and speculation in NLP (NeSp-
NLP 2010) [12], identifying hedges and their scope in CoNLL-
2010 shared task [13], and SEM 2012 shared task of resolving the
scope and focus of negation [14] are few other initiatives that show
the growing importance of negation processing in the NLP research
community.

Corpora used in 2010 i2b2/VA and CoNLL-2010 shared tasks are
available to researcher with signing a data use agreement to facili-
tate the development and evaluation of clinical NLP algorithms.
BioScope corpus that was used as part of the CoNLL-2010 shared
task has been created by annotating negation and uncertainty in
biomedical texts is also publicly available [15]. BioScope corpus
consists of clinical text, abstract and full text of scientific articles.
The free text clinical notes of BioScope corpus are the radiology
reports from the 2007 ICD9 challenge of the Cincinnati children
hospital [16]. NegEx has released a de-identified physician anno-
tated test set of 2376 sentences from 120 clinical reports. Also an
instruction on how to produce an annotation guideline for
biomedical corpus with negation layer is available [17]. Below
we review some of the work presented in these challenges or
developed outside of theses shared tasks.

In negation detection, rule based techniques have been shown
to be effective and widely used in many NLP systems [18,19].
Rule based negation systems can be token-based (e.g., NegEx [4],
NegExpander [20], NegFinder [21], NegHunter [22]) ontology-
based [23], or utilize syntactic parsing results (e.g., DepNeg [24],
ChartIndex [25], Ballesteros et al. [26]). For example, NegEx pro-
cesses one sentence at a time by finding negation and termination
terms. Termination terms are conjunctions such as ‘‘but’’ that end
the scope of negation terms. There are three types of negation in
NegEx algorithm, pseudo negation terms that are similar to nega-
tion terms but do not negate clinical conditions, pre-condition
negation terms that appear before the clinical findings, and post-
condition negation terms that appear after the clinical findings. If
a pseudo negation term is found, NegEx skips to the next negation
term in the sentence and uses corresponding regular expressions
based on pre/post negation terms. NegEx has been extended into
an algorithm called ConText in order to determine if a clinical con-
dition of interest is hypothetical, historical or experienced by
someone other than patient in addition to negation identification
[27]. Both NegEx and ConText have been translated into other lan-
guages [28,29].

There are some attempts to incorporate syntactic parsing to
improve the negation detection [24,26]. For example, DepNeg is a
dependency parser-based negation algorithm that utilizes the
dependency structure of a target named entity in the sentence
instead of a fixed negation scope [24]. DepNeg uses manual nega-
tion rules based on the patterns of dependency paths between the
focus (i.e., named entity) and the potential negation terms in the
text that enables correctly identifying problematic negations in
the traditional negation algorithm, such as NegEx. Similarly,
Ballesteros et al. used Minipar dependency parser to determine
the scope of negation terms by traversing the dependency path
from sentence’s verb toward the end of the sentence. They could
detect negation terms and their scope in clinical text of BioScope
corpus with precision and recall of 0.958 and 0.906 respectively
[26].

Machine learning has also been applied in negation detection.
For instance, there are twenty-one systems developed for i2b2/
VA assertion classification task where majority of them applied
various machine learning algorithms including support vector
machines (SVMs). The best system achieved 0.9326 micro-aver-
aged F-measure using a 2-step approach. Where, in the first step,
each word was represented as a feature vector consisting of n-
gram, token category, and window of four tokens before and after
the word, etc. and then a set of different classifiers were used to
predict a score per class for each concept. In the second stage a
multi-class SVM was used to predict the final assertion prediction
for each token [30]. Similar 2-step approach was applied to
BioScope corpus by Diaz et al. where each token in a sentence
was classified as negation/speculation signal and a second classi-
fier was used at a sentence level to determine the negation status
of concept [31]. Goldin and Champan compared Naïve Bayes and
decision trees with default NegEx rule on 207 sentences of clinical
records with negation ‘‘not’’. The default NegEx rule negates any
UMLS concept within six-word window of ‘‘not.’’ Naïve Bayes per-
formed better than decision tree and NegEx [32].

Features used in machine learning algorithms may include
results from rule-based systems as well as syntactic parsing
results. For example, Grouin et al. used SVM with NegEx and
ConText dictionaries before or after a concept in a 5-word window
[33]. Wu et al. [34] also used SVM with following list of features, 1)
binary feature indicating if a given word appeared in a window size
of 3, 5 or 10 from the named entity 2) token in an exact distance
from the named entity 3) negation terms 4) DepNeg dependency
rules indicating whether a named entity is on the same depen-
dency path as the negation word 5) constituency tree fragments
to represent if a named entity is inside a phrase. They trained
and test their system on four different corpora of SHARP NLP
[35], 2010 i2b2/VA, MiPACQ [36], and NegEx test sets and com-
pared their system with YTEX [37] implementation of NegEx algo-
rithm. Their results were mixed and non conclusive, NegEx
performed very well on NegEx test set (F-measure = 0.953) but
the performance declined on other corpora with lowest F-measure
of 0.623. Using a single versus all corpora for training the SVM has
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also generated mixed results that can be contributed to the diver-
sity of their corpora.

As majority of the systems reviewed above are not publicly
available, it is not feasible to compare various systems reported
in the literature. Determining the scope of negation is a main chal-
lenge in most of rule based methods such as NegFinder that use a
context free grammar parser especially when the distance
between negation term and concept is more than a few words.
For instance in the sentence ‘‘Based on this, he required no operative
intervention for his pseudocyst.’’ Because of the negation term ‘‘no’’
NegEx will consider the concept ‘‘pseudocyst’’ as negated while
‘‘no’’ is associated with ‘‘operative intervention’’ and not the ‘‘pseu-
docyst’’. DepNeg attempts to remove this deficiency using depen-
dency parser and shows promising preliminary results while using
a limited set of rules on 159 Mayo clinical notes. DepNeg was com-
pared with cTAKES adoption of NegEx, which is customized to
Mayo Clinic data. cTAKES is an open source natural language pro-
cessing tool for information extraction from medical records
developed by Mayo Clinic and released under Apache license
[18]. DepNeg focused on improving the precision of NegEx there-
fore it decreased the number of false positives in comparison to
cTAKES negation (cTAKES negation-FP: 34, DepNeg-FP: 6) but
increased the number of false negatives (cTAKES negation-FN:
47, DepNeg-FN: 61) [24].

There are two approaches of graph-based and transition-based
in dependency parser. DepNeg uses ClearParser [38], which is a
graph-based dependency parser to determine whether the nega-
tion words are on the same path as clinical concepts and therefore
negated. Unlike DepNeg, we use a transition-based dependency
parser to find if there is any dependency relation between negation
words and concepts. And because NegEx had low number of false
negatives (high recall) in our training set, we only applied the
dependency parser to concepts that are considered negated by
NegEx unlike DepNeg that applies dependency parser to all sen-
tences containing negation tokens.
3. Material and methods

This study was conducted under approved institutional review
board at each institution.
3.1. Patient cohorts

3.1.1. Indiana university dataset
Longitudinal health records including discharge summary, sur-

gical pathology document, imaging reports (abdominal MRI, CT
with/without contrast, Ultrasound, etc.) and other clinical notes
(procedure notes, visit notes, letter, consultation, etc.) of patients
who visited the Sidney & Lois Eskenazi Hospital in Indianapolis,
Indiana was used in this study. The Eskenazi Hospital is a 316-
bed hospital providing a comprehensive range of primary and spe-
cialty care services in central Indiana. It is comprised of providers
who are faculty and residents of the Indiana University (IU) school
of medicine. The data was divided into two sets of training data of
664 patients consisting of 1136 reports with 1728 sentences with
pancreatic cyst concept and test set of 452 patients with 793
reports and 1462 sentences.
1 http://svn.code.sf.net/p/ohnlp/code/trunk/DEEPEN.
3.1.2. Mayo Clinic dataset
A set of 159 clinical notes with manual annotation of named

entities and their negation status by four domain experts was used
[39]. There are total of 1007 disorders with 426 unique UMLS con-
cepts and 439 signs and symptoms with 129 unique UMLS
concepts.
3.2. DEpEndency ParsEr Negation (DEEPEN)

DEEPEN evaluates concepts that are considered negated by
NegEx algorithm; so if a concept is considered affirmed by
NegEx, no action is taken. Stanford Dependency Parser (SDP) [40]
is applied to sentences containing the negated concept. SDP com-
prises of 53 grammatical relations (e.g. det: determiner, infmod:
infinitival modifier, etc.) that will be generated for words within
a sentence [41]. The SDP output consists of dependency relation,
governor term and dependent term. Dependency relation is the
grammatical relation between dependent term and governor term.
Governor term is the word in the sentence that the dependency
relation is reported for and dependent term is the word that is
dependent of the governor term. For instance, in the sentence
‘‘Based on this, he required no operative intervention for his pseudo-
cyst.’’, det(intervention-9, no-7) ‘‘det’’ is the dependency relation,
‘‘intervention’’ is the governor term and ‘‘no’’ is the dependent term.
The numbers after tokens in the parenthesis are indices of tokens
with regard to their position in the sentence.

For every sentence with a concept that is considered negated by
NegEx, a production chain is generated that is composed of three
levels of tokens. First level token is governor of negation term, ‘‘evi-
dence’’ in det (evidence-2, No-1). Second level tokens are depen-
dents of first level tokens, ‘‘of’’ in prep (evidence-2, of-3). Third
level tokens are dependents of second level tokens, ‘‘dilatation’’
pobj (of-3, dilatation-6). Production chain is the concatenation of
these three levels of tokens, ‘‘evidence of dilatation’’. If the concept
is found in the production chain, it is negated otherwise it is
affirmed. The concept ‘‘pancreatic duct dilatation’’ in the sentence
‘‘No evidence of pancreatic duct dilatation or common bile duct
stones.’’ is in the production chain, therefore it is negated. For con-
cepts that are noun phrase such as ‘‘pancreatic duct dilatation’’, even
if part of the noun phrase is in the production chain (dilatation),
the concept is negated.

This basic rule fails in sentences with certain structures and
therefore negated concepts are falsely identified as affirmed (i.e.,
false negative). We developed a set of rules to address the false
negative results of applying DEEPEN on the IU training set.
DEEPEN was developed with the mindset of decreasing the number
of false positives, nonetheless we attempted to decrease the num-
ber of false negatives by addressing most common sentence struc-
tures seen in our IU training data set. Fig. 1, shows the flowchart of
the algorithm used in development of DEEPEN.

Table 2 shows some examples of various rules developed in
DEEPEN. More details and examples of DEEPEN rules are provided
in the Appendix I. DEEPEN is written in java and is freely available
for researchers to use1.

Conjunction and rule: If there is a conjunction ‘‘and’’ in a sen-
tence, it will be divided into two sub-sentences and negation is
examined for both sub-sentences.

Preposition within rule: DEEPEN uses the collapsed representa-
tion of SDP where dependencies that involve propositions or con-
junction are merged to create a direct dependency between
content words. For instance, the dependencies involving prep
(size-5, without-6) and pobj (without-6 inflammation-8) are col-
lapsed into one single relation prep-without (size-5, inflamma-
tion-8). As we mentioned earlier first level token is the governor
of negation term. In sentences where the negation term ‘‘without’’
is merged into the dependency relation, the governor of the rela-
tion ‘‘prep-without’’ is considered as first level token.

Preposition with/in/within rule: For propositions ‘‘in’’, ‘‘within’’,
and ‘‘with’’ the SDP is only run when the concepts in these relations
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Fig. 1. Detailed flowchart of the DEEPEN algorithm.
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are part of the dependent or governor terms otherwise the concept
is considered as ‘‘affirmed’’.

Nominal subject rule: Nominal subject in SDP is a relationship in
which the subject is a noun phrase such as ‘‘No abnormally’’. If the
governor of this relationship is a first level token then its depen-
dent is added to the production chain.

Suggest rule: in sentences that contain the term ‘‘suggest’’ if the
dependent of the term ‘‘suggest’’ is a first level token then ‘‘suggest’’
will also be considered as a first level token.

These additional rules were added to the basic algorithm to
decrease the number of incorrect assignment of present to con-
cepts that were negated by NegEx. We stopped the development
of the algorithm as we reached acceptable precision and recall of
0.9839 and 0.9983 respectively on the training set and tested the
final algorithm on the test set. Identified concepts and their nega-
tion status stored in the database were exported as spreadsheet to
be reviewed by two domain experts independently at IU. The inter
annotator agreement between the two reviewers was 95.6%. Any
discrepancies regarding the negation status of a concept was dis-
cussed with the third medical expert by looking at the complete
patient report. At Mayo Clinic, we used a gold-standard dataset
that has been already annotated by four annotators, further details
on annotation task and schema on this dataset can be found else-
where [39].

4. Evaluation

The system output was compared to the gold standard annota-
tions to calculate the systems’ precision, recall, and F-measure.
Table 3 shows the relationship between the system output and
manually annotated sentences.

Performance of the system is measured by precision, recall, and
F-Measure as follows:

Accuracy ¼ TPþ TN
TPþ FPþ FNþ TN

ð1Þ



Table 2
DEEPEN rules with relevant sentence examples and their SDP relations, concepts are shown in bold and negation terms in italic (see Appendix I for detailed dependency relations).

Rule Sentence Relevant dependency relations
Dependency relation (governor
token-index, dependent token-index)

Conjunction and The main pancreatic duct does not appear disrupted and in
continuity by a bridging pseudocyst

pseudocyst is affirmed in the sub-sentence ‘‘in
continuity by a bridging pseudocyst’’ therefore SDP
has not been applied

Preposition without The pancreas is normal size without perpancreatic inflammation
or pancreatic ductal dilatation

First level token:

prep (size-5, without-6)
Second level tokens:
prep_without (size-5, inflammation-8)
nsubj (size-5, pancreas-2)
cop (size-5, is-3)
amod (size-5, normal-4)
Third level tokens:
det (pancreas-2, The-1)
conj_or (inflammation-8, dilatation-12)

Preposition in, with, and within An abdominal CT showed a normal pancreas and gallbladder with
no dilated ducts

First level token:

det (ducts-5, no-3)
Second level tokens:
amod (ducts-5, dilated-4)

Nominal subject No abnormally dilated pancreatic duct First level token:
det (abnormally-2, No-1)
nsubj (dilated-3, abnormally-2)

Suggest No associated fluid collection to suggest pseudocyst or abscess First level token:
det (collection-4, No-1)
nsubj (suggest-6, collection-4)
aux (suggest-6, to-5)
dobj (suggest-6, pseudocyst-7)
dobj (suggest-6, abscess-9)
Second level tokens:
amod (collection-4, associated-2)
nn (collection-4, fluid-3)
Third level tokens:
conj_or (pseudocyst-7, abscess-9)

Table 3
Comparison of the system’s result with manually annotated sentences.

System output

True (negated) False (affirmed)

Gold standard True (negated) True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN)
False (affirmed) False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)
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Precision ¼ TP
TPþ FP

ð2Þ

Recall ¼ TP
TPþ FN

ð3Þ

F-Measure ¼ 2 � Precision � Recall
Recallþ Precision

ð4Þ
5. Results

Table 4 shows the results of NegEx and DEEPEN applied to the
IU and Mayo Clinic dataset. IU dataset contains 438 negated pan-
creatic cyst concepts (418 TPs + 20 FNs and 422 TPs + 16 FNs
through NegEx and DEEPEN respectively) out of 1461 total con-
cepts, which accounts for 30% of the data. Similarly 15.79% of dis-
orders and 29.35% of sign and symptoms are negated in Mayo
Clinic dataset. DEEPEN decreased the number of both false posi-
tives and false negatives when tested on IU dataset while it only
decreased the number of false positive on Mayo Clinic dataset.

We also compared DEEPEN with DepNeg that uses dependency
relations for negation detection. As the exact replication of the
experiment reported in the DepNeg paper is not feasible, we
compared DEEPEN’s performance on the example sentences
reported in the DepNeg paper. These sentences represent typical
cases of DepNeg’s capability of complicated negation detection as
well as its limits. Table 5 shows the performance of three negation
algorithms on the example sentences reported in the DepNeg
paper.

DEEPEN and DepNeg could correctly identify all affirmed con-
cepts, while DEEPEN had one less false negative than DepNeg.
NegEx, however, had higher number of false positives than both
DEEPEN and DepNeg while it had lower number of false negatives
compared to DEEPEN and DepNeg. It should be noted that the
major aim of DEEPEN and DepNeg is on having a high precision
(i.e., reducing false positives).
6. Discussion

DEEPEN had higher precision and recall than NegEx on the IU
dataset. However, when applied to the Mayo Clinic dataset,
DEEPEN decreased false positives (i.e., higher precision) at the
expense of increasing false negatives (i.e., lower recall), which
resulted in lower F-measure than NegEx. This fact shows an inter-
operable issue on using heterogeneous data between institutions.
NegEx uses a dictionary of negation terms that is not comprehen-
sive. We added ‘‘lack of’’, ‘‘failed’’, ‘‘negative’’, ‘‘resolving’’ and ‘‘res-
olution’’ to NegEx’s negation phrases dictionary based on
observations in our training set to capture more negated concepts.

6.1. Error analysis

In what follows, we discuss some of the reasons contributed to
the increasing number of false negatives.



Table 4
Comparison of DEEPEN and NegEx algorithm on IU and Mayo Clinic dataset.

Method TP TN FN FP Precision Recall F-Measure Accuracy

IU dataset Pancreatic cyst concepts NegEx 418 983 20 40 0.9127 0.9543 0.9330 0.9589
DEEPEN 422 1008 16 15 0.9657 0.9635 0.9645 0.9787

Mayo Clinic dataset Disorders NegEx 135 736 10 37 0.7849 0.9310 0.8517 0.9488
DEEPEN 107 760 38 13 0.8917 0.7379 0.8075 0.9444

Sign and symptoms NegEx 113 276 10 20 0.8496 0.9187 0.8828 0.9284
DEEPEN 95 287 28 9 0.9135 0.7724 0.8370 0.9116

Table 5
Comparison of DEEPEN, DepNeg, and NegEx, on sentences reported in the DepNeg Paper (the bold words in the sentence column denote concepts that were examined for negation
status; the gray cells denote correct cases for each algorithm).
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(1) Errors due to sentence detection:

Detecting the correct boundary of a sentence is a very impor-
tant step in negation detection algorithm. Sentence detection in
clinical notes is very challenging due to lack of end of sentence
punctuation and random line breaks. Sentence detection can affect
negation identification, for instance when ‘‘HOSP NO’’ and
‘‘Diagnosis: Pancreatic pseudocyst’’ in two lines were detected as
one sentence the concept ‘‘pancreatic pseudocyst’’ is falsely consid-
ered negated because of the ‘‘NO’’ in ‘‘HOSP NO’’ that matches ‘‘no’’
in NegEx’s negation terms. Also when multiple lines of text are
considered as one sentence, dependency parser fails to correctly
identify the relation between tokens in the sentence containing
the concept and therefore the final negation detection result is
compromised.

(2) Errors due to variations in the two institutions’ corpora:

DEEPEN was developed focusing on a single concept within the
IU dataset although it performed well on Mayo Clinic dataset by
decreasing the number of false positive in comparison with NegEx
it could not maintain the same performance consistency as tested
on IU data. One of the major sentence structures in the Mayo
Clinic false negatives were sentences with a negation word followed
by multiple concepts separated with ‘‘comma’’ and ‘‘or’’ such as ‘‘No
associated shortness-of-breath, nausea, vomiting, diaphoresis, or
light-headedness.’’. All five concepts within this sentence are falsely
considered affirmed by DEEPEN. More than 20 of the false negatives
in sign and symptoms and 12 of false negatives in the disorders from
Mayo dataset had the same structure.

(3) Conditions developed previously

Sentences that mention a condition that was previously devel-
oped in a patient but are not considered a current medical problem
could be very complex and require deep contextual analysis.
Following is example of two such sentences A and B from Mayo
clinic and IU datasets respectively.
(A) ‘‘Mr. X is doing very well from the standpoint of his sarcoma
with no evidence of recurrent disease on physical examination.’’

(B) ‘‘No lesion seen at the prior site of the mid pancreatic body
lesion, which was previously to represent a pseudocyst.’’

Based on dependency relations, ‘‘sarcoma’’ and negation word
‘‘no’’ are not related in sentence A, however it can be inferred from
the context that the concept is considered as a history and there-
fore negated. Likewise in sentence B, the concept ‘‘pseudocyst’’ is
affirmed by DEEPEN because there is no relation between negation
term ‘‘No’’ and the concept ‘‘pseudocyst’’, however previously seen
pseudocyst does not mean that the patient currently has
pseudocyst.

6.2. Limitations

As DEEPEN does not address the present (i.e., affirmed) concepts
by NegEx. The number of concepts considered incorrectly present
by DEEPEN are inherited from NegEx or due to incorrect depen-
dency relations of SDP parsing. SDP has been created using the cor-
pus of English web Treebank that consists of sentences from
weblogs, newsgroups, etc. Therefore its performance would be
lower on clinical texts that lack proper grammatical structure in
comparison to general English in news and weblogs.

6.3. Future work

We are planning to address the false negative cases in Mayo
Clinic dataset and also address the concepts that are affirmed by
NegEx in the next release version of DEEPEN.
7. Conclusion

DEEPEN used a nested dependency relation to find out the rela-
tion between negation words and concepts to decrease the number
of falsely negated concepts (i.e. false positives). It could effectively
decrease the number of false positives in both the IU and Mayo
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Clinic dataset in comparison with NegEx. DEEPEN shared the idea
of using a dependency parser with DepNeg to find out the relation
between negation words and concepts. Our approach is different
from DepNeg in: (1) DepNeg does not use NegEx to find the nega-
tion status of concepts and (2) DepNeg uses rules to find out if con-
cepts and negation words are on the same dependency path.
However, DEEPEN is built on top of NegEx and only uses depen-
dency relation rules for concepts that are negated by NegEx. The
comparison of DEEPEN with DepNeg on example sentences
reported in DepNeg paper showed the capability of DEEPEN in cor-
rectly identifying negation status of complicated cases.
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